09_073: "news read well from the beginning with my new internet connection at hom
but then traveling to italy and having to read the news more in newspaper and
whenever i got the chance to have an internet access through my mother's phone
reading then about the many dead in the egyptian uprising and hearing about it on
the radio while driving back from the airport where i left myrthe and then also on
the plane with internet connection reading about the people dead in many water
connected accidents such as floods and boat sinking"
16_052: "a very nice swedish summer coming back from the italian sea side reaching
the pick of the heat but anyway not really enjoying it being mostly at home doing
carpenter work to receive at last myrthe in my apartment but then having a most
dreadful raining weather and no possibility to bike together at last going back to
the

italian

alps

but

finding

also

there

the

temperature

a

bit

colder

but

nonetheless quite fresh and nice on the sunny mountain tops and actually only
experiencing one single day of rain in which we took a walk with august in the
clouds and then finding the sky most clear and the further dolomite very visible"
18_048: "a bit more wind now back in scandinavia but still not much experienced as
much time was spent doing carpentry work at home and seeing most the wind of the
window on the trees outside and also biking and being able to annotate the wind on
the mobile with one hand till finally going to the italian alps and experiencing
little wind changes varying on one and another side of the peaks yet still not
feeling much wind until my return to sweden"
14_051: "not walking so much from the beginning after being at the italian sea
side in the modern town of lignano with my kid and just keeping this time back in
the stockholm suburbs renovating but then having myrthe as a guest and doing quite
some walking both in the countryside with the car after picking her up at the
airport and here in södertälje but also around stockholm with jacek and brett and
then alone around the island of djursholm and back to their place to then continue
our walks also with august in my native mountains climbing several places and
walking also from my parents' place down to my native town of asiago despite my
son being often a bit demotivated but at last going to the natural labyrinth of
the castelloni and finding him most revived going up without a break"
12_043: "recordings did the times i could really be alone such as walking from
august's apartment to the main station wanting to save money for the train ticket
or particularly during a conference in england escaping when i could to explore
the countryside and walk many miles reacting on the intellectual boredom and
vanity

of

the

conference

and

attempting

to

enforce

myself

through

my

own

discipline and at last after long periods spent with my son august and my
girlfriend myrthe mostly on holiday in italy being finally left alone in sweden
and biking to some natural reserves where i could walk alone and pour out my
thoughts again in relation to my situation conducting my own autonomous practice
within a highly politicized and socialized academic environment"

02_115: "it took me some time to compile this page of dreams traveling as i have
been throughout the summer to many a places and we circumstances that had to
adjust in my subconscious like my girlfriend who is coming more present and her
country the netherlands together with the recurrent dreams about being at a campus
or at a conference particularly with curators which in fact i did in england and
even all the biking experiences i resumed this summer which affected some of my
dreams at least in terms of places i have visited also now being in italy with my
son to the beach and later to the mountains with my relatives which have gotten
back together with some sexual dreams towards the end mostly with ugly girls on
the screen even handicap which i have seen on the internet and kissing a girl who
is taking more the shape of my girlfriend"
03_061: "allot of music being heard at first with myrthe and even jason who was
staying also in her attic in utrecht listening much to hip hop stuff "and even a
band from south africa singing hard core stuff and despite this also much hearing
myrthe singing the i love you baby song to me and making up a whole new song
herself to tell me how much she loved me and singing with her also biking me
learning a dutch love song from an italian singer and her learning an italian old
song about the sea side which kept recurring also when we got on holiday there
with august and got allot of songs hear around the italian sea resort like at the
play grounds with songs belonging both to my childhood but even to my youth"
10_078: "filming started in the city of utrecht

where i have been with myrthe

mostly working inside but taking bike excursions out with his brother's family and
mother or by ourselves to a distant small village selling pancakes and then going
with august and later also myrthe to the italian sea side of lignano and seating
much on the beach particularly on a wild beach by the river where we built a
shelter and from there also exploring the night life but then moving again to
sweden and doing small excursions out till myrte also came and we visited a bit of
the country close to hear and the city to finally end up in my native highland in
the alps and documenting much there the beautiful scenaries of the surrounding"
17_034: "quite many monkeys and elephants together with a few aquatic animals
probably caused by my going to the lake and observing the clouds there but several
also the chickens and particularly many the men laying"
01_116: "a month passed working at first really hard at the apartment's wall and
at last finally finishing the wall within the apartment and also investing quite
allot of the tax money i got back to fix some used bikes but not really succeeding
in time for when myrthe came to visit me stopping there my carpenter work and
leaving with her and august to italy where we mostly took walks in which i have
been taking allot of videos but also pictures with for my essays and from eating
mostly outside with my parents but also cooking at home for francesco and his
family playing also cards together and taking my parent's dog asia also out for a
walk to then make it home in sweden and really trying to work hard on my art work
and on my thesis scanning pages of annotation and also fixing the internet cable

to my archive through the walls and at last going back to the netherlands and with
myrthe staying at her brother's place in mastricht visiting the beautiful city
taking a lot of videos and pictures"
07_055: "still in stockholm now separating from my wife and meeting people at my
colombian student's ivan's party like his colombian cousins a bit stiff and all
into normal jobs and family but also some swedish girls friends of him quite calm
and also into nursing old people but not the less cute one who was into psychology
and photographing ivan's girlfriend who is a singer and quite in love with him
despite his careless for relationships and my turkish department technician at the
university who has been in charged to make a portrait of me for my job profile and
a thai girl working at a thai shop where i go to buy the only tofu in town till at
last photographing a swedish adopted pakistanian man who sold me his son bed which
i got with a truck for lamin at the time there was allot of snow and i was really
moving out of my wife's apartment"
04_042: "in stockholm mostly breathing the air of the truck factory with the wind
blowing towards my apartment having the windows open still because of the heat and
also the buses driving in the road below and generally all the traffic found going
by bike but mostly being in the city center or traveling to myrthe in the
netherlands and breathing the airplane fuel prior taking off to get much nicer air
in maastricht and during our bike rides in belgium"
15_042: "a very emotionally stable period spent mostly in sweden and really helped
by the late summer sunny weather and by allot of biking alone but also in the
weekend reaching very high feelings of well being particularly during a bike ride
with myrthe in belgium and another with august and åsmund all of them promoted by
the easiness of the late summer with little frustration mostly due to technical
difficulties like setting up my own server"
16_053: "a surprise continuations of a summer which on the other hand had a late
start and enjoying the nice weather both in my suburb biking quite often and in
the netherlands exploring the very south biking there with myrthe also in belgium
to then find a rather freezing day back in utrecht wearing my norwegian sweater
and again very sunny in sweden despite a day of rain spent helping the finnish
filmmaker friend mervi on her Website being also at the university off and on and
seating out for lunch with all the swedish people almost not bearing the unusual
heat and later enjoying the weather with my little august by the water and biking
with my old colleague åsmund"
18_049: "allot outdoor yet not so much wind perceived or at least not so powerful
changes other than going by bike allot and feeling it this way mostly by changing
location and moving from a place with no wind to a place with a bit of wind but
nothing really remarkable bot in the netherlands and in sweden where i mostly
been"

10_079: "filming started out up in my native alps while hiking with august and
myrthe but also while rollerblading in the beautiful valsugana valley below and
then again a bit of video taking while in a natural labyrinth with august also
then taking care about filming the whole experience and moving back to sweden
discovering by bike many beautiful landscapes and filming then and also filming
quite

much

in

utrecht

visiting

myrthe

but

particularly

while

exploring

the

gorgeous city of mastricht with her starting from her brother house in the country
and then hitting the medieval walls and the ancient city center"

